University Capital Project Construction Schedule
As of January 9, 2014 – All details not finalized

**Starting Early Spring Semester 2014:**

- Construction begins on renovating the first two floors of Bensen Hall. The ceramics area will remain.
- Faculty offices for all BSU and NTC School of Nursing faculty will be constructed along with the relocation of the nursing lab that is currently located on the bottom floor of Memorial Hall.
- eLearning Support will relocate permanently from Memorial Hall to the Library.

**Starting May 2014:**

- Construction will occur in Bridgeman Hall on the first floor to relocate the Talley Gallery.
- Support space for the gallery will also be located in Bridgeman Hall 303.

**To be completed by the end of July 2014 (assuming our project is funded during the 2014 legislative session):**

- The advising success center, career services, and TRIO/Upward Bound staff and faculty will move their offices to the 2nd and 3rd floors of Sattgast Hall (current location is the BSU nursing faculty on the 2nd floor and on the 3rd floor it is where was Graduate Studies previously housed).
- Disability and veteran services will move their offices and support space to the first floor of Bangsberg Hall.
- Print shop and mailroom will be relocated from Memorial in a space TBD
- BSUFA and AFSCME offices will be relocated from Memorial in a space TBD
- Other spaces (Econ library, Facilities staff, and storage) will be relocated from Memorial to spaces TBD

**During the 2014-2015 academic year:**

- The tunnels between Deputy Hall and the Library/Student Union will not be accessible.
- Staging for the project will also occur in the courtyard and in front of Memorial Hall changing pedestrian traffic.
- Many of the large university events that had previously been held in M100 will shift to the gymnasium in the Physical Education complex.
- Design work for the “new” Hagg-Sauer will begin during the year in pursuit of capital funding for the project in 2016.

**By the start of Fall Semester 2015 classes:**

The Memorial Hall renovation will be completed. The business and accounting faculty along with the CBTC Dean’s office will move from Decker into Memorial. The renovation of Decker Hall will then begin for the student services functions that were previously housed in Sanford Hall.

**By the start of Spring Semester 2016:**

The Decker Hall renovations will be completed. The services that are temporarily relocated in Sattgast and Bangsberg will move into their newly renovated space.